Anesthesia for male aesthetic surgery.
The male patient for aesthetic plastic surgery should expect to have a good experience, with few, if any complications from anesthesia. Proper planning is essential to the process, from setting up the surgical facility to selection and preparation of patients. Anesthetic techniques should be adapted to the needs of each patient, with his safety and comfort the most important consideration. Anesthesia for plastic surgery has progressed from simple injection of local anesthetics to sophisticated sedation and general endotracheal techniques. Better anesthetic drugs, monitors, and procedures for dealing with complications have made anesthesia a major factor in the advances of the plastic surgery specialty. Male patients frequently have different medical problems than their female counterparts have, including cardiovascular disease, hypertension, and smoking history. Other problems include back discomfort and prostate enlargement, both factors that must be taken into consideration with local sedation anesthesia techniques. The use of basic monitoring equipment has made ambulatory surgery safer for patients and has been instrumental in reduction of medication-related complications. Monitoring standards changed in anesthesia in the late 1980s to include electrocardiogram (EKG), precordial or pretracheal continuous monitoring, blood pressure, and pulse oximetry. In addition, if general anesthesia is used, end-tidal carbon dioxide and temperature monitoring and oxygen analysis of the anesthesia gases are also recommended. General anesthesia is being utilized more frequently in cosmetic surgery procedures and offers many advantages over local and conscious sedation techniques. The modern agents and techniques permit the patient to recover quickly, with minimum postoperative sequelae, and provide obvious comfort during the operative procedure. The traditional anesthesia technique for facial plastic surgery has been local anesthesia supplemented by sedation. This technique requires a combination of skillful local administration, selection of appropriate sedation drugs in proper doses, and a cooperative patient. Ideally, the selection and administration of drugs and monitoring of the patient should be by an anesthetist, who understands drug interactions and synergistic and additive effects of sedation drugs. Facility set-up, professional personnel, and recovery and discharge criteria are essential to good anesthesia care for the male aesthetic patient.